SpotOn
SpotOn is a simple solution to a laser pointer.
In a small meeting and on a single front projection
screen a laser pointer works well. However, if you have
a large venue with rear projection, or multiple screens
and sources, a laser pointer would fall short of this
requirement to “spot” what you are talking about. Using
the mouse of a computer works well if you only have the
one source and you are happy not to click on something
you should not.
SpotOn puts a pointer on the screen using a normal
mouse, without connection to the display computer or
video. Ideal if you are using a scaler to mix your inputs
which are then sent on to multiple screens or streaming.
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Stand alone hardware graphics processor
50m (150ft) USB over Cat5 extender included
HDMI and VGA in and out
Second mouse and local technician keyboard
Point only mode
Will not interfere with source devices
(computers etc...)
Will work with User supplied Touch Screen
(must be HID Compliant etc...)

Just the point

3 Year Limited Factory Warranty

Specifications:
Signals:
HDMI and VGA
Control:
USB Mouse and Keyboard for on screen menu
Connections:
USB, HDMI and VGA in and out
Dimensions mm (inch):

Keyboard for technician control

175 x 115 x 50 ( 7” x 4 1/2 x 2”)
Weight:
0.5Kgs ( 1 lbs)
Power:
24V DC from supplied universal 100-240VAC
Power supply

Serial control for legacy monitors
and external control system
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